The interface between forensic science and technology: how technology could cause a paradigm shift in the role of forensic institutes in the criminal justice system
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In this paper, the importance of modern technology in forensic investigations is discussed. Recent technological developments are creating new possibilities to perform robust scientific measurements and studies outside the controlled laboratory environment. The benefits of real-time, on-site forensic investigations are manifold and such technology has the potential to strongly increase the speed and efficacy of the criminal justice system. However, such benefits are only realized when quality can be guaranteed at all times and findings can be used as forensic evidence in court. At the Netherlands Forensic Institute, innovation efforts are currently undertaken to develop integrated forensic platform solutions that allow for the forensic investigation of human biological traces, the chemical identification of illicit drugs and the study of large amounts of digital evidence. These platforms enable field investigations, yield robust and validated evidence and allow for forensic intelligence and targeted use of expert capacity at the forensic institutes. This technological revolution in forensic science could ultimately lead to a paradigm shift in which a new role of the forensic expert emerges as developer and custodian of integrated forensic platforms.

1. Introduction: the interface of science and technology in forensic science

Technology can be regarded as a vital catalyst in the transition of scientific findings and insights into innovation. Added value of science is materialized through technology enabling society to fully benefit from new discoveries. Such benefits are very diverse (e.g. health, economic, trade, transport, communication, sustainability, conservation of cultural heritage, safety, security and justice) but have in common that they raise the quality of life and provide progress and prosperity in societies (assuming that these benefits outweigh the potential misuse and threats that are also associated with new scientific findings). The cycle of science, innovation and growth is the rationale behind the very substantial and structural investment of developed countries in science programmes. From this broad and generic perspective, it is very interesting to take an in-depth look at
the interface between technology and forensic science. Contemporary forensic institutes operate state-of-the-art laboratories where evidence is studied with modern instruments. Without this often high-tech and expensive equipment, the forensic expert would not be able to generate the forensic findings that so often are of vital importance to solve a crime and assure high-quality rulings in a court of law [1]. Ideally, new technology is made ‘fit-for-forensic-purpose’ in such a way that accredited and efficient use in the forensic laboratory is enabled, evidential value is established and criminalistic interpretation is incorporated. Contemporary forensic STR DNA profiling is the most obvious and striking example of such a merger of scientific discovery, technological advancements and forensic application and interpretation.

At the Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI), forensic innovation efforts are currently undertaken to create new forensic methods that can be broadly applied in the criminal justice system and do not serve only to increase the capability of forensic laboratories. Also outside the forensic domain, new technological advances can be noted in recent years that allow scientific data, information and insights to be obtained outside a controlled laboratory environment, as is discussed in more detail in §2. In ‘connecting the forensic laboratory to the scene’, the added value can be greatly increased especially if field methods do not generate just indicative information but rather robust data and findings that can directly be used as evidence in court. Within the Dutch Criminal Justice System, a huge gain in speed, efficiency and quality is anticipated especially for high-volume cases with limited forensic interpretation (e.g. chemical identification of drugs of abuse or securing and classifying digital data). However, the regular use of forensic methodologies outside the controlled laboratory environment by untrained forensic experts requires substantial technological efforts. Quality of the findings must be guaranteed at all times, the equipment needs to function in a robust manner under variable and unfavourable conditions, and it must be very easy to operate. Only through technology can such requirements be met and efforts should be aimed at automated forensic interpretation, reporting uncertainties and minimizing potential errors by the operators. Wireless communication could form the basis of creating a forensic platform for quality assurance and central analysis of the data gathered by numerous field devices. This technological revolution in forensic science could lead to a paradigm shift in which a new role of the forensic expert will emerge as developer of evidence analysers and custodian of integrated forensic platforms. Forensic expertise and interpretation would then find its way in evidential value algorithms and quality control procedures that form the basis of the forensic field methodology. In the criminal justice chain, this ultimately could lead to a shared interdisciplinary forensic platform allowing the rapid and very efficient investigation of evidence first hand by case officers with off-site support from forensic experts.

In this contribution, as part of the Royal Society meeting on ‘The paradigm shift for UK forensic science’, the potential of the novel approach of integrated forensic platforms will be illustrated through current NFI innovation efforts on mobile DNA technologies (§3a), on a platform for the criminal investigation of large amounts of digital data (§3b) and on a platform allowing rapid and robust chemical identification of illicit drugs in police stations and on crime scenes (§3c).

2. The integrated forensic platform, technology to ‘connect the laboratory to the scene’

In 2009, Microsoft External Research presented a vision on the future of science and introduced the fourth paradigm in science: data-intensive scientific discovery [2]. From initial experimental science to theoretical science, the introduction of computers in the last decades enabled the step to computational science. The fourth paradigm is based on the exponential availability of data to scientists through the global growth of science and the distribution of findings through worldwide networks. In the vision of Microsoft, a sustainable e-infrastructure could facilitate and accelerate the generation of scientific knowledge by supporting new ways of data acquisition, modelling, sharing, visualization, mining and archiving.

New ways of data acquisition include the use of sensors and sensor networks to gather scientific data on an unprecedented scale not only in terms of size but also in terms of temporal and spatial resolution. Indeed, in recent literature, many scientific studies on wireless sensor networks have emerged reporting on sensor technology, network design, communication protocols, data aggregation and platform security [3]. Sensor networks are used for so-called tracking and monitoring applications. Tracking networks are employed in, for example, military, animal conservation and logistic domains, whereas monitoring networks can have a function in, for example, health (patient monitoring) [4] and environment settings (environmental conditions, weather) [5]. The nodes typically used in sensor networks still have limited measurement capability and usually determine a single or limited set of physical or chemical parameters (e.g. temperature, pressure, oxygenation, conductivity and pH). A wireless sensor network for the online monitoring of water quality was recently constructed using ion selective electrodes to simultaneously measure nitrate, ammonium and chloride [5].

To be able to gather much more detailed physical, chemical and biochemical data, complex devices and equipment should be connected in a network. However, this poses significant technological challenges as such measurement devices and set-ups are normally operated stand-alone in controlled laboratory conditions. Furthermore, instrument maintenance and data processing require skilled operators. A first step is made through the development of ‘point-of-care’ devices based on regular laboratory instrumentation. Point-of-care, a term referring to healthcare, in this context relates to benchtop equipment that does not require strict laboratory conditions and can be operated on a regular basis by trained but not necessarily skilled operators. This typically requires instrument miniaturization, robust methodology, simplified user interfaces, automation, intrinsic calibration and quality control and integrated data processing and reporting. The final step is the deployment of fully portable, ideally hand-held devices that are connected to the sensor platform and can be used for on-site operation in real-time. The technological challenge to create portable devices with measurement capabilities similar to regular laboratory equipment is enormous. However, the reward would be equally substantial as this would result in a mobile sensor network capable of retrieving information at any desired location and time.

The current mobile smart phones offer an interesting technology platform for mobile sensors in a wireless network
given the intrinsic capability to capture temporal and spatial information and transfer data and the optimized interface allowing users to perform a wide range of tasks. In recent literature, the use of the mobile phone camera as spectral analyser has been reported for the chemical analysis of potassium [6] and chlorine [7], for the detection of amplified DNA [8] and for banana ripeness estimation [9]. A striking example of the potential of smartphone sensor networks is the iSPEX project to monitor and map atmospheric aerosols in The Netherlands [10]. Over 3000 citizen scientists participated in this study by measuring the degree of polarization of the cloud-free sky by using a special add-on for the iPhone that was provided by the research team.

The scientific insights and developments described above can be of great value to forensic science, specifically in a high-volume casework setting with limited forensic interpretation. There is a strong intrinsic motivation in the criminal justice system to make forensic information available as rapidly as possible as this assists in solving crime and making legal proceedings more efficient. To prevent delays that naturally occur when evidence has to be dispatched to and analysed by forensic laboratories, there is an interest in law enforcement conducting forensic analyses in-house and directly at the scene of crime. However, the lack of controlled laboratory conditions, rigorous quality control procedures and forensic expert knowledge usually prevents findings being used as evidence in court. With the results being of a presumptive nature, subsequent analysis at the forensic laboratory often remains necessary. Additionally, the fragmented gathering of forensic information leads to reduced forensic oversight and insight. These problems could be tackled and the full potential of point-of-care and mobile forensic analyses could be realized if measurement devices could be operated in an integral forensic network. Through the network, the necessary calibration and quality control measures could be taken that would enable deployable forensic instrumentation to yield robust findings that can directly be used as evidence. The network would allow forensic experts to assess data generated outside the forensic laboratory and to provide direct assistance to the operators on location. From these activities, it also becomes apparent for which samples a more detailed follow-up investigation is required at the forensic laboratory. The forensic expert capacity is thus used more effectively and findings can be fed into the platform creating a continuous flow of information to and from the criminal justice system.

The first hours of a crime scene investigation, the so-called ‘golden hours’, are often of crucial importance for the police to get more information about the identity of potential suspects and to obtain relevant facts and data. Especially in high profile cases, the criminal justice system has a strong need for immediate information to focus the investigation and formulate plausible scenarios. In the forensic setting, the time from when the crime scene sample is secured to when the results are reported in the forensic testimony is defined as the turnaround time. A recent study in The Netherlands has shown that average turnaround times (from crime scene sampling to DNA report) are 66 days for traces from serious crimes and 44 days for traces from high-volume crimes [15]. This clearly illustrates that although the forensic DNA investigation chain meets all the volume and quality requirements, it does not meet the needs of the criminal justice system and specifically those of law enforcement with respect to delivery times of results.

To assist the criminal justice system in their demand for fast DNA analysis results, forensic scientists have attempted to integrate fast technologies into protocols that speed up DNA analysis and delivers a DNA profile under stringent laboratory conditions within a short, predetermined time frame. Recently, a 6-h DNA typing service has been developed and validated by the NFI [16]. This has been achieved by integrating a fast PCR protocol with an inhibitor tolerant DNA polymerase. The input of DNA is regulated by the use of small lifting tapes that transfers enough but not too much DNA from a swab or fabric. By this procedure, the DNA quantification step which is usually applied in routine analysis to avoid PCR artefacts by the addition of too much template DNA can be skipped.

Speed optimized methods in the forensic laboratory offer the advantage of operating in a high-quality laboratory environment minimizing risks of contamination and other experimental errors. Additionally, forensic DNA experts are available for the evaluation of complex profiles and criminological interpretation. Approved DNA profiles can quickly be added to and searched against the database. However, the disadvantage of this approach is that the samples still have to be transported to the laboratory, which takes additional time, logistic processes and paperwork. Stringent time-consuming procedures in the chain of custody (from the crime scene going to the forensic facility of the police and finally to the forensic laboratory) are required to minimize the risk of sample loss, sample mix-up or incorrect labelling. The main issue remains, however, that the DNA analysis process should only minimally delay the progress of the criminal investigation. Ideally, forensic DNA information is provided instantly and on the crime scene location while meeting all the quality standards of the forensic laboratory.

Therefore, it is expected that in the near future, research efforts will focus on the development of technologies that will improve the speed of DNA evidence analysis. This technology will aim at robust, mobile, all-in-one platforms for STR profiling to reduce the actual turnaround time from days to hours. Currently, rapid analysis of reference material

3. Integrated forensic platform projects at the Netherlands Forensic Institute

(a) The potential and challenges of mobile DNA technologies

The first hours of a crime scene investigation, the so-called ‘golden hours’, are often of crucial importance for the police to get more information about the identity of potential suspects and to obtain relevant facts and data. Especially in high profile cases, the criminal justice system has a strong need for immediate information to focus the investigation and formulate plausible scenarios. In the forensic setting, the time from when the crime scene sample is secured to when the results are reported in the forensic testimony is defined as the turnaround time. A recent study in The Netherlands has shown that average turnaround times (from crime scene sampling to DNA report) are 66 days for traces from serious crimes and 44 days for traces from high-volume crimes [15]. This clearly illustrates that although the forensic DNA investigation chain meets all the volume and quality requirements, it does not meet the needs of the criminal justice system and specifically those of law enforcement with respect to delivery times of results.

To assist the criminal justice system in their demand for fast DNA analysis results, forensic scientists have attempted to integrate fast technologies into protocols that speed up DNA analysis and delivers a DNA profile under stringent laboratory conditions within a short, predetermined time frame. Recently, a 6-h DNA typing service has been developed and validated by the NFI [16]. This has been achieved by integrating a fast PCR protocol with an inhibitor tolerant DNA polymerase. The input of DNA is regulated by the use of small lifting tapes that transfers enough but not too much DNA from a swab or fabric. By this procedure, the DNA quantification step which is usually applied in routine analysis to avoid PCR artefacts by the addition of too much template DNA can be skipped.

Speed optimized methods in the forensic laboratory offer the advantage of operating in a high-quality laboratory environment minimizing risks of contamination and other experimental errors. Additionally, forensic DNA experts are available for the evaluation of complex profiles and criminological interpretation. Approved DNA profiles can quickly be added to and searched against the database. However, the disadvantage of this approach is that the samples still have to be transported to the laboratory, which takes additional time, logistic processes and paperwork. Stringent time-consuming procedures in the chain of custody (from the crime scene going to the forensic facility of the police and finally to the forensic laboratory) are required to minimize the risk of sample loss, sample mix-up or incorrect labelling. The main issue remains, however, that the DNA analysis process should only minimally delay the progress of the criminal investigation. Ideally, forensic DNA information is provided instantly and on the crime scene location while meeting all the quality standards of the forensic laboratory.

Therefore, it is expected that in the near future, research efforts will focus on the development of technologies that will improve the speed of DNA evidence analysis. This technology will aim at robust, mobile, all-in-one platforms for STR profiling to reduce the actual turnaround time from days to hours. Currently, rapid analysis of reference material
such as buccal swabs and samples containing vast amounts of DNA such as blood is possible using the all-in-one platforms. The technical innovations in the area of fast and mobile DNA analyses are towards creating fully integrated instruments for the analysis of DNA traces [17]. These instruments will enable the analysis of biological traces on or near the scene and connect the results directly to a reference profile from the DNA database to identify suspects, witnesses and/or victims. With these opportunities, it will be possible for an investigation team to obtain identification knowledge already at the initial stages of the crime scene investigation. Such a technological innovation will influence future criminal investigations compared with today’s standards.

When evaluating instruments for local DNA analysis, it is important to be aware of the limits of performance. Although these instruments must produce the same correct and reliable DNA typing results, the mobile systems are not necessarily as sensitive as testing under laboratory conditions. The course of action of the existing mobile DNA platforms consists of integrated extraction, PCR amplification, fragment separation and detection without human intervention. Interpretation and statistical evaluation of the results need human intervention and technical review [18]. One technical mobile platform was validated by the NFI and initial results were published [19]. Recent additional tests on the updated device showed great improvements with successful typing results from reference samples and crime scene stains like saliva and blood that inherently contain adequate amounts of template DNA. Future improvements such as quantification and increased sensitivity are to be expected in the near future. Due to the limited sensitivity of the available systems, an evidence-based selection system of biological samples is of key importance to make a decision on whether to process the sample for rapid analysis at the crime scene or secure the sample for laboratory testing. This requires a substantial body of expert knowledge on the properties of biological traces in their potential to allow for fast mobile analysis or the necessity for processing at a fully equipped forensic DNA typing laboratory. To assist this selection process, a novel ‘Lab-on-a-chip’ technology is being studied in The Netherlands [20]. The aim is to develop a semi-quantitative method to screen traces at the crime scene for human DNA. The results can be provided immediately to the forensic investigation team. Pre-analysis of trace samples for human DNA may also indicate whether or not a trace is likely to be relevant for further forensic DNA analysis. Currently, biological traces are frequently secured from the crime scene without any knowledge on the presence of human DNA in the trace of interest. It is expected that the future availability of a fast and sensitive DNA semi-quantification method that can be used at the crime scene will improve the selection process to obtain higher quality biological samples from the crime scene.

Despite the technological challenges that still exist, matters such as storage of DNA traces, possibility of performing a second analysis, data protection, securing privacy and a clear legal framework should also be addressed. In The Netherlands, for example, DNA profiling is only allowed upon authorization by the Public Prosecutor; the analysis should be performed by an accredited laboratory and sufficient DNA material should be stored for additional (control/second opinion) analyses. The legal and quality aspects are of equal importance to create a secure, just and robust environment for the integration of DNA profiling at or near the crime scene.

Regulations and procedures regarding the integration of mobile DNA platforms should also consider crime scene investigation strategies. A lack of scientific data and understanding of human factors and effective procedures at the crime scene still exists today, making it challenging to fully understand the potential and pitfalls of real-time DNA profiling of biological traces. Finally, the limitations with respect to complex stains and forensic interpretation need to be carefully considered. For complex forensic DNA investigations, the laboratory will stay the first choice for getting optimal typing results from mixed and low-level biological traces. As these complex analyses and associated criminalistic interpretation (e.g. crime relatedness, support for prosecution and defence hypotheses) are often of crucial importance, the investigation at the scene or police station should preserve all options for advanced forensic analysis at a later stage in the DNA laboratory.

(b) Hansken, a new approach to big data forensics

Within the NFI, a new approach has been realized for processing data from various sources of digital evidence, such as data storage media from computers and mobile phones, called XIRAF [21]. As the amount of data is expanding exponentially each year, a scalable solution for processing the data is needed [22]. This XIRAF approach has been shown to reduce the case backlog by helping the end-user understand the digital material in a timely fashion. Forensic procedures in use today place the burden of providing relevant digital evidence in the domain of the digital investigator, as well as maintaining the digital analysis and storage equipment and finally providing in-depth knowledge on the origin of the digital traces found. The implementation of an automated analysis framework shifts the task of finding relevant digital traces from the digital investigator to the tactical investigator, who has more knowledge of the facts and circumstances surrounding the case. In this way, the digital investigator can put all his knowledge and education into supporting the tactical investigator with interpretation of the digital traces found, as is illustrated in figure 1. Evidence from various law enforcement agencies have shown that investigations in any urban population of roughly 15 million people generate between 4 and 20 PB of data to be analysed annually, with on average 4 TB of data per case. XIRAF presents all the data from a case in one overall view of the digital devices pertaining to the case. The investigator then applies queries to the data in order to reduce the set of traces. However, the XIRAF approach reached its limits at 1 PB of raw data, and a more scalable successor, Hansken, was designed.

A scalable solution can only be arranged by cutting overhead costs and predominantly computing and storing the data in an aggregated fashion in one (logical) place. However, it is our opinion that an aggregation on this scale can only be done when the following principles are adhered to from the earliest architecture and design phase to deployment:

— security;
— privacy;
— transparency;
— multi-tenancy;
— future proof;
— data retention;
— reliability;
— high availability.

Regulations and procedures regarding the integration of mobile DNA platforms should also consider crime scene investigation strategies. A lack of scientific data and understanding of human factors and effective procedures at the crime scene still exists today, making it challenging to fully understand the potential and pitfalls of real-time DNA profiling of biological traces. Finally, the limitations with respect to complex stains and forensic interpretation need to be carefully considered. For complex forensic DNA investigations, the laboratory will stay the first choice for getting optimal typing results from mixed and low-level biological traces. As these complex analyses and associated criminalistic interpretation (e.g. crime relatedness, support for prosecution and defence hypotheses) are often of crucial importance, the investigation at the scene or police station should preserve all options for advanced forensic analysis at a later stage in the DNA laboratory.
Security, privacy and transparency are necessary to demonstrate to the public and magistrates that the data were handled responsibly, by whom and at what point in time. But it must of all creates a platform where analysis methods can be developed, shared and used, thus addressing the bottleneck of knowledge transfer. The rate of knowledge transfer in the digital forensics arena is not keeping up with the rate of technology change, when the methods themselves become more complicated—both to execute and to understand. By implementing the analysis in a platform, it gets executed in a lot more cases with more investigators using its result. In this way also deficiencies in the analysis are found more rapidly and often, which will lead to a continuous improvement cycle.

As the amounts of data grow very rapidly, there is a need for data reduction to remain cost effective. Several methods exist for intelligent data analysis and triage. In future approaches, several methods for intelligent data analysis can be linked to Hansken. Developments in deep learning are important to use, and with experience of the user queries new strategies for more efficient searches will be developed. In deep learning, different representations can provide different explanations of the factors for the data. Specific domain knowledge can be used to help the design of the representations, with the possibility to use generic priors. New developments can be implemented in unsupervised feature learning and can include probabilistic models [23].

Within digital data analysis, it is important to provide information on the uncertainty of the digital data acquired and the conclusions that can be drawn from the data. Casey describes the different potential sources of error within digital evidence [24]. These sources vary from corrupt log files to partial data that are restored from information sources as well as errors in interpretation of the data. These uncertainties are also characterized further within best practice guides on digital evidence, within the ISO 17025 framework [25]. As the ground truth in big datasets is often not known, and the determination of priors and likelihood ratios which are preferred within forensic science can be complex, alternative approaches such as the Big Data Bootstrap method have been suggested where an absolute confidence interval is provided instead of a relative error [26].

Images from other sources can be linked, such as databases of patterns of cameras which have been used in child pornographic cases. With the use of Camera Identification based on Photo Response Non-Uniformity, new links can be made with cameras [27]. Also other databases such as biometric databases of faces and other body features could be linked in the future. For improving the speed of the system, approaches of improving the performance with a GPU cluster are in development [28,29].

It is expected that in 2018 more than 70% of the data on the Internet will be video data [30]. The challenge with large amounts of video and image data is, however, that the data are heterogeneous and not standardized. For example, face recognition software is often developed for faces that are taken from frontview passport photographs. With variable views with respect to angles, distance, lighting and contrasts, it becomes more difficult to process the data automatically, although improvements are seen [31]. Approaches where user interaction is necessary will help to reduce the examination time [32].

(c) The NFIDENT project, reliable drug analysis within a day

The problem of illicit drugs is a perpetual and wide-spread phenomenon [33]. One of the tasks in the high-volume process of drug analysis is to reliably identify the nature of the seized material for court. Nowadays, the logistics and bureaucracy in the complete process of the proper identification of these illicit substances is often more time-consuming than the chemical analysis itself, making the overall endeavour suboptimal. In order to obtain useful information in an early stage of the investigation and to efficiently use the capacity of both police and forensic institutes, all kinds of presumptive testing are used [34]. However, this is not a solution for the real problem at hand: the process of identifying the nature of illicit substances is inefficient and consumes too much time and thus capacity in relation to the nature of the cases.

When one might design an ideal solution for this situation:

— the processes should be simple and fast, but of such standard that immediate proof is attained. In this way, cases only have to be handled once. This will lead to an enormous reduction in paperwork and bureaucracy;
- the cases should be handled and finished/reported the same day that they are received. In this way, no logistic process is needed other than transport of the sample to the final storage location (if this is not already close to the place where the illicit drugs are registered and investigated);
- the identification apparatus should be close to the place where the illicit drugs are stored;
- the technology and equipment used for identification should be robust and easy to use by non-experts and preferably based on generally accepted methodologies;
- a quality system should be designed that is safe, easy to use and capable to signal those cases where further analysis is needed, for example at a forensic laboratory with additional techniques; and
- the acquired chemical data are accessible by the forensic expert and no information is lost that is crucial/relevant for the forensic interpretation of case work.

In The Netherlands, a new concept, illustrated in figure 2, has been designed based on the ideal situation described above. This required a new way of cooperation between the National Dutch Police, Public Prosecution and the NFI. The key elements in this new concept are:

- the placement of mobile analysis equipment at police stations;
- drug analysis measurements that are initiated by the police;
- a platform for the mobile analysis equipment that is hosted by the NFI which facilitates and integrates analysis, quality control and database management.

The main objective and challenge in this new way of working is that the report for court is accepted as reliable evidence with the same status as regular forensic reports.

To identify illicit drugs in complex mixtures encountered in case work, the golden analytical standard is a combination of a separation technique and a spectroscopic technique. Typically, for the most prevalent drugs encountered on the street, gas chromatography is used in conjunction with a mass spectrometer (GC–MS) or an infrared detector (GC–IR). The traditional analysis of drug samples using a GC–MS or GC–IR system often requires time-consuming sample preparation, a chromatographic separation, and finally the (automated) recording of the MS or IR spectrum. Conventionally, a gas chromatograph coupled to an MS or IR detector is a heavy instrument that consumes substantial watts and is a complex system that needs skilled people to operate it. To move the analysis outside the forensic laboratory, while still being confirmatory, it has to be simplified so that no specific analytical skills are needed. This includes sample preparation, which should be minimized as much as possible, and the whole process of identification of the targeted illicit drugs, which should be automated. A number of producers of GC–MS equipment have put effort in miniaturization for on-site analysis of (semi-)volatiles. Transportable or hand-held systems are developed to aid homeland security at the airport, in military operations and in environmental pollution control [35–37]. The developments led to commercially available analytical equipment that moved out of the forensic laboratory to places where less technical users need them. In the case of drug samples, the equipment is applied to confirm indicative results already obtained with presumptive testing used by law enforcement. When using the well-established GC–MS technique for the analysis of solid street drugs in the field without sample preparation, direct thermal desorption is a fast and reliable way of sample introduction. This type of sample introduction is made available on a number of mobile GC–MS systems under different names, e.g. prepless sample introduction probe, direct sample introduction probe or Chromatoprobe [38]. To reduce the size of the mobile GC–MS systems, a transition to ion trap based mass spectrometric detectors is seen [39,40]. The advantage of this type of analyser is that the pumping system does not need to maintain a very high vacuum and ions can be analysed at relatively high pressures. In addition, the possibility to implement automated tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is beneficial for the identification process.

Inevitably, the transition of analytical equipment from laboratory-scale to a miniaturized version leads to a compromise in analytical performance. This is not necessarily an obstacle for mobile GC–MS systems as long as the forensic experts are confident with the identification process of the drugs being reported. This forces the forensic expert to validate the new GC–MS method when the transition is made from the laboratory to the field, i.e. the police station or scene of crime. An implication of this might be that only a limited set of illicit drugs can be identified compared with the traditional GC–MS methods. As long as this covers the larger fraction of drug samples seized, the transition still is beneficial. This also holds for the mobile FLIR G460 GC–MS system that is currently tested at the NFI and a Dutch police station. The aim of the project is that at least 80% of all illicit drugs cases can be dispatched at the police station.

When it comes to the analysis of illicit drugs a number of other analytical methods are available that might be suitable for a fast and easy identification without requiring sample preparation. These methods are either based on mass spectrometry only, through direct ionization of substances from (solid) drug samples followed by MS(n) [41], or are based on spectroscopic techniques like (near) infrared [42] or RAMAN-spectroscopy [43,44]. The use of spectroscopic techniques is underestimated in many forensic laboratories largely because of the difficulty to get robust results when illicit drugs are mixed with rare cutting agents or contain unusual and unknown excipients. However, the capabilities of modern spectroscopic equipment have improved, including direct sampling devices to minimize sample preparation and multi-component algorithms to identify illicit drugs in typical street samples [45]. The two main advantages of a spectroscopic analysis are the analysis time and the costs involved. A drawback of these techniques used to be the relatively high limits of detection compared with traditional GC–MS methods used for the most prevalent drugs, but improvements in chemometrics have pushed the boundaries to lower levels. Unfortunately, in contrast to GC–MS analysis, a thorough investigation/validation of the discriminative power of these methodologies has never been reported/published for illicit drugs like cocaine or amphetamine type stimulants, and it is unknown whether all possible stereoisomers and/or homologues can be distinguished from these substances with these spectroscopic techniques. Depending on the spectroscopic technique and the composition of the drug sample, the spectra obtained are not always interpretable and it all comes down to the ability of the software used for
Chemometric analysis to identify illicit drugs present and the way results are displayed for court presentation.

The use of direct ionization techniques, also known as ambient ionization techniques, for the mass spectrometric analysis of illicit drugs with limited or without sample preparation is a proved analytical method for easy and fast on-site identification. A large number of ambient ionization methods has been developed, with desorption electrospray ionization.
[46] and direct analysis in real time [47] being the most familiar modes. When first introduced, these ionization techniques were directly coupled to expensive, sophisticated commercial mass spectrometers which require skilled operators and laboratory conditions. Nowadays, a number of miniaturized MS systems have been developed based on different types of ion trap mass spectrometers which use an ambient ionization source for direct analysis [48].

Two promising ambient ionization techniques that can be easily installed and operated in combination with miniaturized MS systems are low-temperature plasma (LTP) desorption and paper-spray ionization. LTP desorption is based on active species that are formed in a low power plasma. This gentle desorption/ionization technique has the advantage that the surface is hardly modified when chemicals are sampled directly from the surface of the illicit drug containing material [49]. With paper-spray ionization ions are generated, comparable to (nano-)electrospray desorption, directly from a sample that has been placed on a triangular-shaped paper substrate by applying a high voltage to the paper while adding a small amount of solvent(s) [48,50]. The application of the drug sample to the paper can be done by wiping or by the application of a solution to the paper.

In the case of complex mixtures, a lot of different substances can be desorbed, ionized and introduced into the ion trap. For further identification, an automated MS–MS analysis (Multiple Reaction Monitoring) should be performed on selected drug analytes expected to be present based on the results of the presumptive tests. In addition, the presence of a combination of m/z values in the overall MS spectrum that can be ascribed to known by-products or regular cutting agents of the targeted drugs might assist the identification process.

The current trend in analytical instrumentation development is to high performance, smaller instrumentation with sophisticated software, and a simplified user interface. Ideally, the function and capability of these modern devices should be tailored to the drugs substances that need to be identified. For the analysis of solid drugs samples, it is anticipated that the development of a robust and easy operable small mass spectrometer in connection with direct ionization capability, adequate MS analysis performance and fit-for-purpose software will eliminate the requirement for complex, time-consuming sample pretreatment and chromatographic separation.

4. Concluding remarks on the future of forensic science

Further advancements in forensic science in combination with the introduction of new technology and methods that create an added value (innovation) for the end-user will definitely be able to cause a paradigm shift within the criminal justice system. However, according to Downes’ law of disruption, technology changes exponentially while social, economic and legal systems change incrementally [51]. This makes it difficult for new technology to be introduced and implemented. Although Downes’ law points at the fast developments in the digital world, it also holds for many other areas and especially for the criminal justice system as new legislation and extensive quality control measures are required to allow for new forensic methodology to be regularly applied.

The application of new science and technology during the past decades, e.g. in the areas of microbiology, chemistry and information technology, have already created a considerable growth in demand of forensic science services. If new technology is available that can provide valuable information to solve crime, there will immediately be a strong demand for it.

It is important to realize that within the context of the scientific areas mentioned above, new classes of trace evidence came into play. These classes were simply not taken into consideration previously, either because the evidence did not exist before and/or no methods were available to investigate the evidence. This is definitely the case for digital forensic science that has created a completely new world of trace classes. Nowadays, people live in a hybrid world in which they leave both physical and digital traces. In The Netherlands, in the twenty-first century, there is hardly any criminal investigation in which digital traces do not play a role. It is, therefore, crucial for forensic service suppliers to be able to retrieve and analyse traces from all available digital sources.

Another reason for the growth in the demand of forensic services is the awareness of the end-users of what forensic science has to offer. This has also created a more demanding end-user, that is able to formulate its innovative needs [52]. The latter is extremely important to be able to determine those areas in which R&D and innovation are necessary. These efforts should be focused on providing investigators and legal experts with more timely and relevant information.

The success of forensic science over the past decades has come at a price. Due to the organizational structure of the sector and the forensic institutes within it, the growth in demand resulted in many instances in severe backlogs and consequently long turnaround times. The resulting pressure on the operational side of the organizations has created a barricade for continued innovation and is thus delaying the expected paradigm shift. The basic problem is that most forensic science institutes are typically budget-oriented organizations with limited resources that cannot grow rapidly and significantly enough to keep up with the increase in demand.

Although it is tempting to try and find ways to increase capacity, the backlog problem has to be tackled from a much more fundamental perspective based on the role and efficacy of the overall criminal justice system. At the NFL, these insights have resulted in innovation efforts aimed at integrating forensic science and state-of-the-art technology to initiate the construction of forensic platforms allowing a much more efficient investigation of evidence. It takes courage to work on technology that aims for forensic investigations to be conducted outside the laboratory by non-experts. Can the required robustness and quality be guaranteed and will successful implementation in the end result in the reduction of the expertise and capacity at the forensic institutes? However, our experiences in the innovation projects described in this paper have so far been very positive. These projects have fuelled enthusiasm and strong support and participation from our key partners. Additionally, the forensic experts have started to discover the possibilities to increase the added value from the advanced methods at the laboratory. By providing robust field solutions for standard conditions, the integrated forensic platform will not only allow for more expert capacity for complex cases it will also signal the cases where such additional investigation is needed. This ultimately leads to a much more efficient use of relatively scarce skills and
knowledge by replacing a large volume of standard cases by a lower volume of complex cases.

Clearly, one of the most important requirements to design, develop and implement fully integrated forensic platforms is sufficient financial resources to perform the necessary R&D and quality studies. Fortunately, national research funding organizations (e.g. science foundations) are starting to become more aware of the opportunities forensic science can offer. This is also true for the European Union. Research funds from DG Home Affairs and, last but not least, the Horizon 2020 funds from DG Research offer relatively large funding opportunities for forensic-science-related research. Additionally, there is a need to continuously implement the latest technology in these platforms. Such technology is often created outside the forensic domain and needs to be made ‘fit-for-forensic-purpose’ including forensic scientific validation.

This requires an interdisciplinary ‘triple helix’ approach in which academic institutes, innovative companies and forensic experts collaborate. Ideally, such collaborations are of an international nature and yield solutions that can be used by a multitude of countries. A more international oriented structure would definitely help to create more innovation potential despite the strong national nature of judicial systems. The current initiatives within the European Union to create a European Forensic Science Area (EFSA 2020) and within the USA to create a Forensic Science Center of Excellence will hopefully fuel a more open and less fragmented structure in which integrated and international forensic solutions such as integrated platforms can emerge.
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